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not create zip file using PowerShell I can

create a zip file using the
System.IO.Compression assembly. I can
add a file to the zip archive, and I can

extract the archive, but there is no option
to create the archive. Example: $zip = new-

object System.IO.Compression.ZipFile
$zip.Create("C:\test.zip")
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$zip.Add("C:\test.txt") $zip.ExtractAll() Why
the Create is not available in PowerShell?
A: Create is a method of the ZipFile class.
It's not available on the.NET Compression
namespace. You can use this instead: $zip

= new-object
System.IO.Compression.ZipFile

$zip.Extract("C:\test.zip", "C:\test.txt") A:
The overload you're looking for is here. You

just need to pass it the zipfile as a
parameter.

$zip.Create("c:\path\to\archive.zip", [Syste
m.IO.Compression.ZipFileMode]::Create)

[Research of the survival of so-called
carbon-fatty liver in rats (author's transl)].

The authors have studied with the help of a
1-mm section the survival of fatty liver

after a long time. The study is based on the
injection of carbon compounds in a very

large amount. The morphology of the fatty
liver changes after a long time. If the

survival time is around 20 months, the liver
will never be normal. The number of
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preneoplastic or malignant liver tumors
occurring in rats is underestimated by

using a period of one year. The research of
the survival of fatty liver is important in

hepatic carcinogenesis.1967–68 Ohio State
Buckeyes men's basketball team The
1967–68 Ohio State Buckeyes men's

basketball team represented Ohio State
University in the 1967–68 college men's

basketball season. Schedule and results |-
!colspan=9 style=| Regular Season |-
!colspan=9 style=| NCAA Tournament
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